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USER REPUTATION IN SOCIAL NETWORK
AND ECOMMERCE RATING SYSTEMS
TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001]

The present disclosure relates generally to netWork

based rating systems.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Weighted more heavily, Whereas if the user Who generated the
AR is determined to have a loWer probability of voting With
the croWd (PT is closer to 0) then the AR is Weighted less

heavily.
[0006]

In a third novel aspect, the Weighting factor used to

determine an ER from anAR is a function of the freshness RF

of the AR. If the AR is relatively old (RF is a large value) then
the AR is Weighed less heavily, Whereas if the AR is relatively
fresh (RF is a small value) then the AR is Weighed more

[0002] NetWork-based rating systems are employed to rate
objects. Examples of objects that can be rated include a qual

heavily.

ity of a service, a quality of a product, and a quality of an

employed in determining a user’s reputation. One component

[0007]

In a fourth novel aspect, a decay value D is

abstract notion such as an idea. A rating system in an ecom

of the user’ s reputation is an average of ERs submitted in the

merce environment may rate quality of services and/ or prod
ucts. A rating system in a social networking environment may
rate ideas and/ or opinions. For example, a netWork-based idea
rating system may be used to solicit ideas from users on hoW
to solve a problem, to gather ratings from the users on hoW
good the various submitted ideas are, and to output a ranked
list of ideas Where the ranking is based on feedback from
users of the system. Ideas and ratings of those ideas may be

current computing cycle. A second component of the user’s
reputation is a function of a previously determined reputation
RPT_l for the user from the previous computing cycle. The
component of the user’s reputation due to the prior reputation
RPT_l is discounted by the decay value D. If the user Was
relatively inactive and disengaged from the system then the
decay value D is smaller (not equal to l but a little less, for
example, D:0.998) and the impact of the user’s earlier repu

collected from members of the general public, or may be

tation RPT_l is discounted more, Whereas if the user is rela

collected from a select group of users such as employees of an

tively active and engaged With the system then the decay
value D is larger (for example, DIl) and the impact of the
user’s earlier reputation RPT_l is discounted less.

organization or company. The quality of information output

by the netWork-based rating system may depend on getting
participation from the desired group of users, on facilitating
the active engagement of the users, and on the reliability and
truthfulness of the information the users put into the system.
SUMMARY

[0003]

A netWork-based rating system provides a mecha

nism Whereby users can submit objects to be rated (ROs), and
Whereby users can submit ratings (ARs) regarding the ROs of
other users. The ARs submitted are analyZed to determine a

ranking of ROs, to determine a ranking of users, and to output
of other information.
[0004] In a ?rst novel aspect, each AR is multiplied by a
Weighting factor to determine a corresponding effective rat

ing (ER). Rather than the ARs of ROs being averaged to
determine a ranking of ROs, the ERs of ROs are averaged to
determine a ranking of ROs.
The ERs regarding the ROs submitted by a particular user are
used to determine a quantity called the “reputation” PRT of
the user. The reputation of a user is therefore dependent upon
What other users thought about ROs submitted by the user.
Such a reputation RPT is maintained for each user of the
system. The Weighting factor that is used to determine an ER
from anAR is a function of the reputation RP Tof the user Who
submitted the AR. If the user Who submitted the AR had a

higher reputation (RPT is larger) then the AR of the user is
Weighted more heavily, Whereas if the user Who submitted the
AR had a loWer reputation (RPTis smaller) then the AR of the

user is Weighted less heavily.
[0005] In a second novel aspect, the Weighting factor used

[0008]

As users submit ARs and ROs and use the system,

the reputations of the users change. A ranking of users in order

of the highest reputation to the loWest reputation is main
tained and is displayed to users. Similarly, a ranking of ROs in
order of the highest average of ERs for the R0 to the loWest
average of ERs for the RO is maintained and is displayed to
users. At the end of a challenge period, the user With the

highest ranked reputation may be determined and announced
to be the Winning user. At the end of the challenge period, the
RO With the highest average of ERs may be determined to be
the Winning R0. The netWork-based rating system is usable to
solicit and extract ROs from a group of users, and to deter

mine a ranking of the ROs to ?nd the RO that is likely the best
R0.
[0009] Further details and embodiments and methods are
described in the detailed description beloW. This summary
does not purport to de?ne the invention. The invention is

de?ned by the claims.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010]

The accompanying draWings, Where like numerals

indicate like components, illustrate embodiments of the
invention.
[0011] FIG. 1 is diagram of a netWork-based rating system
1 in accordance With one novel aspect.
[0012] FIG. 2 is a ?owchart of a method involving an opera

tion of the netWork-based rating system 1 of FIG. 1.
[0013] FIG. 3 is a table maintained by the netWork-based

rating system in one computing cycle.

to determine an ER from anAR is also a function of a croWd

[0014]

voting probability value PT. The croWd voting probability

determined from an AR.

value PT is a value that indicates the probability that the user
Who submitted the AR acts With the croWd in generating ARs.
The croWd is the majority of a population that behaves in a

can be calculated given a value for RPT.
[0016] FIG. 6 is a graphical depiction of the function Fl of

similar fashion. The probability value PT is determined by
applying the Bayes theorem rule and taking into account the

the equation of FIG. 5.
[0017] FIG. 7 sets forth an equation shoWing hoW F2(RF)

number of positive and negative votes. If the user Who gen
erated the AR it determined to have a higher probability of
voting With the croWd (PT is closer to 1) then the AR is

can be calculated given a value for RF.

[0015]

FIG. 4 sets forth an equation shoWing hoW an ER is

FIG. 5 sets forth an equation shoWing hoW Fl(RPT)

[0018] FIG. 8 is a graphical depiction of the function F2 of
the equation of FIG. 7.
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[0019] FIG. 9 is a table that illustrates how probability
values PTare calculated for the example ofARs set forth in the
table of FIG. 3.
[0020] FIG. 10 sets forth an equation showing how to cal

culate probability PT.
[0021] FIG. 11 sets forth how to calculate the values P(B|A)
and P(B|~A) that are involved in determining the probability

PT.
[0022]

FIG. 12 sets forth an equation showing how to cal

culate the value P(B) that is involved in determining the
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intra-company private computer network maintained by the
oil company for communication between employees when
performing company business. The rating system program 9
is administered by the network administrator ADMIN of the
company network 8. The administrator ADMIN interacts
with network 8 and central server 9 via network appliance 1 1.
[0037] FIG. 2 is a ?owchart of a method 100 involving an

operation of the network-based rating system 1 of FIG. 1. The
administrator ADMIN interacts with the rating system pro
gram 9, thereby causing a challenge to be posted (step 101) to

probability PT.

the users A-F of the system. Through the system, each user is

[0023] FIG. 13 sets forth an equation showing how the
reputation RPT of a user is calculated.
[0024] FIG. 14 shows how the decay value D is determined.

noti?ed of the challenge via the user’s networked appliance.
In the present example, the challenge is titled “HOW CAN

[0025]

interest and engagement with the system, the challenge

FIG. 15 sets forth a numerical example of how a

particular reputation in the example of FIG. 3 is calculated.
[0026] FIG. 16 is a table that shows how a ranking ofusers
is determined.
[0027] FIG. 17 is a table that shows how a ranking of ROs
is determined.
[0028] FIG. 18 is an illustration ofa screen shot of what is
displayed on the screen of the network appliance of the
administrator ADMIN when the ADMIN is posting a chal

lenge.
[0029]

WE STOP THE OIL WELL BLOWOUT?”. To promote user

involves a posted reward for the best idea submitted. In this
case, the reward is a monetary reward. The web page that
presents the challenge to a user also includes a text ?eld. The
web page solicits the user to type the user’s idea into the text
?eld.
[0038] In the method of FIG. 2, a user views this challenge

adver‘tising web page and in response types the user’s idea
into the text box. The user’s idea is an object to be rated,
referred to here as a “rated object” or an “RO”. After typing

FIG. 19 is an illustration of a screen shot of how the

challenge is presented to the users of the system.
[0030] FIG. 20 is an illustration of a page displayed on the
screen of a user’ s network appliance after the user has entered
an RO into the page but before the user has selecting the
“SUBMIT” button.

the idea for how to stop the oil well blowout into the text box,
the user selects a “SUBMIT” button on the page, thereby

causing the RO to be submitted (step 102) to the rating sys
tem. Multiple such ROs are submitted by multiple users in

FIG. 21 is an illustration ofa page that displays ROs

this way. An individual user may submit more than one RO if
desired. As ROs are submitted, a list of all the submitted ROs
is presented to the users of the system. A user can read an idea

to the users of the system and solicits the users to submitARs.
[0032] FIG. 22 is an illustration of a page that displays a

(RO) submitted by another user, consider the merits of the
idea, and then submit a rating for that idea. The rating is

ranking of ROs and a ranking of users.
[0033] FIG. 23 is an illustration of a page displayed on the
screen of the network appliance of the user who submitted the
highest ranked RO. The page informs the user that the user has
won a reward for having submitted the best RO.

referred to here as an “actual rating” or an “AR”. In the

[0031]

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0034]

Reference will now be made in detail to some

present example, along with each idea displayed to the user, is
a pair of buttons. The ?rst button is denoted “—l”. The user
can select this button to submit a negative rating or a “no” vote
for the idea. The second button is denoted “+1”. The user can

select this button to submit a positive rating or a “yes” vote for
the idea. In the method of FIG. 2, the user selects the desired

button, thereby causing the actual rating RA to be submitted

embodiments of the invention, examples of which are illus

(step 103) to the system. Before the user submits the AR, the

trated in the accompanying drawings.

user cannot see the number of +1 ARs and the number of —l

[0035]

ARs the RO has received. This prohibits the user from being
in?uenced by how others have voted on the RO. The system
records the AR in association with the RO (the idea) to which
the AR pertains. Multiple ARs are collected in this way for
every RO from the various users of the system.
[0039] Rather that just using the raw ARs to determine a

FIG. 1 is a diagram of a network-based rating sys

tem l in accordance with one novel aspect. Each of the users

A-F uses an application (for example, a browser) executing
on a networked appliance to communicate via network 8 with
a rating system program 9 executing on a central server 10.
Rating system program 9 accesses and maintains a database

20 of stored rating information. Blocks 2-7 represent net
worked appliances. The networked appliance of a user is
typically a personal computer or cellular telephone or another

suitable input/output device that is coupled to communicate
with network 8. Each network appliance has a display that the
user of the network appliance can use to view rating informa
tion. The network appliance also provides the user a mecha
nism such as a keyboard or touchpad or mouse for entering

information into the rating system.
[0036] Network 8 is typically a plurality of networks and
may include a local area network and/ or the internet. In the

speci?c example described here, an oil company suffered an
oil well blowout and is looking for good ideas on how to stop
the blowout in an effective and ef?cient manner. The users

A-F are employees of the oil company. The network 8 is an

consensus of what the users think the best submitted idea is,

each AR is multiplied by a rating factor to determine (step
104) an adjusted rating referred to as an “effective rating” or
an “ER”. How the AR is adjusted to determine the associated
ER is a function of: A) a previously determined reputation

(RP) of the user who submitted the AR, B) the freshness (RF)
of the AR, and C) a probability that the user who generated the
AR acts with the crowd in generating ARs. The details of how
an ER is determined from an AR is described in further detail

below.
[0040] The reputation (RP) of a user is used as an indirect
measure of how good ROs of the user tend to be. The user’s

reputation is dependent upon ERs derived from the ARs
received from other users regarding the ROs submitted by the
user. Accordingly, in the example of FIG. 2, after a new actual
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rating AR is received regarding the idea (the RO) of a user, the
reputation of the user is redetermined (step 105). If the current
computing cycle has not ended, then processing returns to
step 102. NeW rated objects may be received into the system.
Users may submit ARs on various ones of the ROs displayed
to the users. Each time an AR is made, the reputation of the

[0045] FIG. 4 shoWs hoW an effective rating (ER) is deter
mined from an actual rating (AR). In this speci?c example,
the AR is multiplied by a Weighting factor. The Weighting
factor in turn is a function of the reputation of the user Who

submitted the AR, the freshness of the AR, and a probability
that the user Who generated the AR acts With the croWd in

user Who generated the RO is updated.

generating ARs. More speci?cally, the value RPT is the repu

[0041] At the end of the computing cycle (step 106), pro

tation of the user Who gave the AR. The “T” in the subscript

cessing proceeds to step 107. The system determines a rank
ing of the users (step 107) based on the reputations (RP) of the
users at that time. The ranking of users is displayed to all the
users A-F. In addition, for each RO the ERs for that RO are

used to determine a rank (step 108) of the RO With respect to
other ROs. The ranking of all ROs submitted is also displayed
to the users A-F. In the illustrated speci?c embodiment, steps
107 and 108 occur at the end of each computing cycle. In
other embodiments, the ranking of users and the ranking of
ROs can be done on an ongoing constant basis. Computing

cycles can be of any desired duration.

[0042] After the rankings of steps 107 and 108 have been
performed, then the next computing cycle starts and process
ing returns to step 102 as indicated in FIG. 2. Operation of the

rating system proceeds through steps 102 through 109, from
computing cycle to computing cycle, With ROs being submit
ted andARs on the ROs being collected. EachAR is converted
into an ER, and the ERs are used to update the reputations of
the users as appropriate. The ranking of users is displayed to
all the users of the system in order to provide feedback to the
users and to keep the users interested and engaged With the
system. The public ranking of users incentiviZes the users to

keep using the system and provides an element of healthy

competition.
[0043]

After a certain amount of time, the system deter

mines (step 109) that the challenge period is over. In the
illustrated example, the highest ranked idea (highest ranked

of PRT indicates that the reputation value is for the current
computing cycle T. F1 is a function.
[0046] The value RF is the freshness of the AR since the AR
Was submitted. In the illustrated example, this RF value is a
number of days since the AR Was given. F2 is a function. The
value PT is a probability that the user Who generated the AR
acts “With the croWd” in generating ARs. HoW PT is deter
mined is described in further detail beloW. Functions F1 and
F2 can be changed to tune operation of the system.

[0047] FIG. 5 shoWs hoW F1(RPT) is calculated given an
RPTvalue. FIG. 6 is a chart that shoWs the F1(RPT) value for
a given RPT value.
[0048] FIG. 7 shoWs hoW F2(RF) is calculated given an RF
value. FIG. 8 is a chart that shoWs the F2(RF) value for a given
RF value.
[0049] FIG. 9 is a table that illustrates hoW the quantity PT

is calculated. The quantity PTis used, in accordance With the
equation of FIG. 4, in the determination of an effective rating
(ER) in the last column of the table of FIG. 3. For an RO being

considered, the folloWing values are calculated: UP, DOWN,

NO ARS, P(A), P(~A), P(BIA), P(B|~A) and P(B). The value
UP is the number of +1 actual ratings (ARs) received for the
RO. The value DOWN is the number of —1 actual ratings
(ARs) received for the RO. The value NO ARS is the number
of times that a user Was presented With the RO but the user
failed to cast either a +1 vote or a —1 vote. The value P(A) is

the probability in the prior computing cycle of that voter (the
user Who submitted the AR) voting With the croWd. The value

RO) is determined to be the Winner of the challenge. The user

P(~A) is the probability in the prior computing cycle of that

Who submitted that highest ranked RO is alerted by the system

voter (the user Who submitted the AR) not voting With the

that the user has Won the reWard (step 110) for the best idea.

croWd. The value P(B IA) is general sentiment about RO given
that the vote (the AR) is With the croWd. The value P(B|~A) is
the general sentiment about RO given that the vote (the AR) is
against the croWd. The value P(B) is the general sentiment

The public nature of the reWard and the public ranking of
users and the public ranking of ideas is intended to foster

excitement and competition and future interest in using the

rating system.
[0044] FIGS. 3-17 are diagrams that illustrate an operation
of the Web-based rating system 1 of FIG. 1 in further detail.
FIG. 3 is a diagram ofpart ofa database (in this case, a table)

maintained by rating system program 9. The table includes
one record (in this case a roW) for each AR ever submitted

during the challenge. The table includes roWs for ARs sub
mitted during the current computing cycle, and includes roWs
for ARs submitted in earlier computing cycles. For each such
AR, the table records an indication of Which user originally

submitted the AR, an indication of the RO (the idea) for Which
the AR is a rating, an indication of the user Who rated the RO,

the reputation (RP T) of the rater, and the effective rating (ER)
determined from the AR. The quantities F1 (RP T), RF, F2(RF)
and PT are intermediary values used by the system to deter
mine the ER from the AR as described in further detail beloW.
There are many Ways of recording the relational information
of the table of FIG. 3 in a computer system. Indications of
relationships betWeen the information of a record need not
necessarily by recorded as values in a roW of a table. The
representation of a table in FIG. 3 is just an example of one
Way that the relational information can be stored.

about the RO.

[0050] FIG. 10 shoWs hoW the value PTis calculated using
the values P(A), P(BIA) and P(B). FIG. 11 shoWs hoW the
values P(BIA) and P(B|~A) in the equation of FIG. 10 are
determined using the quantities UP and DOWN. FIG. 12
shoWs hoW the value P(B) in the equation of FIG. 10 is

determined using the values P(BIA), P(A), P(B|~A) and
P(~A). As indicated in the equation of FIG. 4, the probability
P T that the user Who generated the AR acts With the croWd is

used in converting the AR into an effective rating ER.
[0051] FIG. 13 shoWs hoW the rater’ s reputation RPTfor the

current computing cycle is calculated. The value RPT_l is the
rater’ s reputation from the prior computing cycle. In the equa
tion of FIG. 13, the ER values that are summed, and Whose
sum is then divided by the number of ERs, are the ER values

for ROs submitted by the user Whose reputation is being
determined. The ERs summed are only those ERs for ARs

received in the current computing cycle. The decay function
D in the equation of FIG. 13 is determined as set forth in FIG.
14. If the user Whose reputation is being determined submit

ted an AR in the current computing cycle, then D:1. If,
hoWever, the user Was inactive and did not submit anAR in the
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current computing cycle, then D:0.9. The decay value D of
FIG. 14 is used to determine the RPT of FIG. 13, and the

reputation value RPT is used to determine the effective rating
ER as set forth in FIG. 4. The coef?cient M is used to control

the reputation increase/decrease rate.
[0052] FIG. 15 sets forth a numerical example of hoW the
reputation RPT is determined for user A at the end of the
computing cycle, given the ARs set forth in the table of FIG.
3. As indicated in FIG. 3, there Were ?ve ARs submitted for
ROs of user A in the computing cycle. The ?ve ERs derived
from these ?ve ARs are averaged, and the average is used in
the calculation of RPT as set forth in FIG. 15. In the example
of FIG. 15, for simpli?cation purposes, it is assumed that the
user A Was active in the prior computing cycle. The decay
value D is therefore 1 .0. The reputation value RP T_ 1 for userA

in the prior computing cycle Was 0.05. In this Way, the repu
tation RPT of each user is recalculated each time another user
votes on an R0 submitted by the user.

[0053] FIG. 16 is a table shoWing hoW the reputation values
RPTfor the users A-F in the present example are calculated at
the end of the computing cycle to Which the table of FIG. 3

pertains. In this example, the prior reputations RPT_ l of all the
users are assumed to be 0.5 and the reputation increase rate M
is set to be 1.0. The decay value D for all users is 1.0 because

R0 (has typed in an idea for hoW to stop the oil Well bloWout)
into the text box 14 before selecting the “SUBMIT” button
15.
[0058] FIG. 21 is an illustration of a page displayed on the
screen of the netWork appliance of each user of the system.
The page shoWs each submitted RO as of the time of vieWing.
For each R0, the user is presented an associated “—1” select
able button and an associated “+1” selectable button. For
example, if the user likes the RO listed as “IDEA 2”, then the
user can select the “+1” button 16 to the right of the listed
“IDEA 2”, Whereas if the user does not like the RO listed as
“IDEA 2” then the user can select the “—” button 17 to the

right of the listed “IDEA 2”. Eachuser is informed of all of the
submitted ROs using this page, and the user is prompted to
vote (submit an AR) on each R0 using this page.
[0059] FIG. 22 is an illustration of a page displayed on the
screen of the netWork applicants of each user of the system.
The page shoWs the current ranking of ROs 18 as Well as the
current ranking of users 19.
[0060] FIG. 23 is an illustration of a page displayed on the
screen of the netWork appliance of the user Who submitted the
highest ranked RO. At the end of the challenge, the screen
noti?es user C that user C has Won the challenge for submit

ting the best idea.

all users in this example Were active in the prior computing

[0061] Disparate Quality of Ratings:

cycle. The resulting calculated reputation values RPT are put

[0062] The opinions of, and therefore the ratings given by,

in numerical order from largest to smallest in order to deter
mine the ranking of users. As indicated above, this ranking of
users is displayed to all the users A-F as they use the system.
As the various users of the system submit ROs and submit

ARs, their reputations and ranks change.

some users tend to be more correct and useful that the opin

ions of other users. Due to this disparity, the actual ratings
received from different users regarding the same RO should
not all be considered With equal Weight if it canbe determined
Which raters tend to have better opinions. Also sometimes in

[0054] FIG. 17 is a table shoWing hoW the ROs are ranked
in order to determine the ranking of ROs. For each R0 sub
mitted, all the ERs for that RO (Whether the ERs Were due to
ARs submitted in the current computing cycle or Whether the
ERs Were due to ARs submitted in prior computing cycles)
are averaged. The middle column in the table of FIG. 17 sets
forth these average ER values. The resulting averages are
ranked in numerical order from largest to smallest to deter
mine the ranking of ROs. The rightmost column of FIG. 17

social rating systems there are a feW malicious users Who may
Want to game the system. There are many factors that can be

sets forth the ranking of ROs.As indicated above, this ranking

that is multiplied by an AR to generate an ER includes the
factor F1(RPT), Where the RPT is a function of the average of
ERs given by others to ROs of the user. If other users rate ROs

of ROs is displayed to all the users A-F as they use the system.
As users submit ROs and submit ARs, the ranking of ROs

considered in determining hoW to Weigh the ratings given by
different users. In the present example, data is analyZed to
determine a measure of the quality of ratings given in the past.
An assumption is made that the ratings that other users gave
to ROs submitted by a user have a relation to the quality of

opinions or ratings that the user Will likely give in the future.
Accordingly, the Weighting factor in the equation of FIG. 4

tation is the Winning user. The user Who submitted the Win

of the user relatively highly With positive ratings and only feW
negative ratings, then the average of ERs in the equation of
FIG. 13 Will be relatively large and the reputation RPT of the

ning RO may be different from the user that had the highest

user Will be higher. ARs of the user Will therefore be Weighted

changes. At the end of the challenge, the highest ranked RO is
the Winning R0 and the user having the highest ranked repu

ranked reputation.
[0055] FIG. 18 is an illustration ofa screen shot of What is
displayed on the screen of the netWork appliance of the

administrator ADMIN of the system. The ADMIN is being
prompted to post a challenge. The ADMIN types a descrip
tion of the challenge and the associated reWard into text box
12 as illustrated, and then selects the “POST” button 13. This
causes the challenge to be submitted to the system.
[0056] FIG. 19 is an illustration ofa screen shot of What is
then displayed to the users A-F of the system. The challenge
is advertised to the users. The text box 14 presented prompts
the user to type an R0 into the text box 14. After the user has
entered an R0, the user can then selected the “SUBMIT”

button 15 to submit the R0 to the system.
[0057]

FIG. 20 is an illustration of a page displayed on the

screen of a user’ s network appliance. The user has entered an

relatively highly as compared to ARs given by other raters. If,
hoWever, other users rate ROs of the user relatively loW With

negative ratings only feW positive ratings, then the average of
ERs in the equation of FIG. 13 Will be relatively loW and the
reputation RPT of the user Will be loWer. ARs of the user Will

therefore be Weighted relatively lightly as compared to ARs
given by other raters.
[0063] The quality of submitted ratings has also been found
to have a correlation to hoW long it has been since the actual
rating Was given. It is assumed that over time the relative

quality of opinions and ratings tends to increase for example
due to cumulative community consensus thinking. Accord

ingly, the Weighting factor that is multiplied by the AR to
generate an ER includes the factor F2(RF), Where RF is the
freshness of the AR in terms of the number of days since the
AR Was given. As shoWn by the graph of FIG. 8, if the time
since the AR Was given is loW, then the F2(RF) is 1.0 or close
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to 1.0 and the Weighting of the AR is not degraded due to age
of the AR. If, however, the time since the AR Was given is

high, then the F2(RF) is loW and the Weighting of the AR is
degraded due to the age of the AR.

[0064] Disengagement:
[0065] It has been recognized that keeping users engaged
With the system is important and tends to result in the system
generating more useful output information, as compared to
usages of only sporadic user engagement With the system. It
is assumed that more often that not, users Will be motivated to
use the system more if their interaction With the system is
somehoW reWarded in a recognizable Way. It is assumed that
such an engageduser Will start to care about the user’s relative
reputation RP that is displayed to all users. Natural inclina

tions to compete come into play. Accordingly, the decay
function D of the equation of FIG. 13 is provided to decrease

the relative importance of aging reputation values and thereby
to increase the relative importance of reputation values of the
most recent computing cycle. Note that in the particular
example of FIG. 13 a user’s reputation value is only depen
dent upon the user’s reputation value for the prior computing
cycle, and the average of ERs in the current computing cycle
for ROs of the user. Reputation values for earlier computing
cycles are only taken into account to the extent that they had
an impact on the D*RPT_ 1 historical reputation component of
the equation. If a user disengages from using the system for a

Accordingly, the probability PTis part of the Weighting factor
that is applied in the equation of FIG. 4 to convert an AR into
a corresponding ER.

[0069] Although certain speci?c embodiments are
described above for instructional purposes, the teachings of
this patent document have general applicability and are not
limited to the speci?c embodiments described above.
Although a rating scale involving ratings of —1 and +1 is used
in the speci?c embodiment set forth above, other rating scales
can be used. Users may, for example, submit ratings on an
integer scale of from one to ten. The rating system need not be

a system for rating ideas, but rather may be a system for rating
suppliers of products in an ecommerce application. The rating
system may be a system for rating products such as in a

consumer report type of application. Although speci?c equa
tions are set forth above for hoW to calculate a user’s reputa
tion and for hoW to calculate an effective rating in one illus

trative example, the novel general principles disclosed above
regarding user reputations and effective ratings are not lim

ited to these speci?c equations. Although in the speci?c
embodiment set forth above a user is a person, the term user

is not limited to a person but rather includes automatic agents.
An example of an automatic agent is a computer program like
a Web craWler that generates ROs and submits the ROs to the

rating system. Accordingly, various modi?cations, adapta

computing cycle, then the user’s reputation Will likely

tions, and combinations of various features of the described
embodiments can be practiced Without departing from the

decrease, Whereas continued engagement With the system

scope of the invention as set forth in the claims.

from computing cycle to computing cycle Will tend to keep
the user’s reputation at a higher level. This effect has a moti
vating in?uence on some users to stay engaged With the

system.

[0066] Gaming:
[0067] The usefulness of the rating system is dependent
upon the quality of ratings given, and the truthfulness of
ratings is therefore important. For instance, What if the voter

1. A method comprising:
(a) storing rating information in a database, Wherein the
rating information includes for each of a plurality of
actual ratings: an indication of a rated object for Which
the actual rating is a rating, an indication of Which one of
a plurality of users submitted the actual rating, an indi
cation of Which one of the plurality of users submitted

the rated object, an effective rating corresponding to the

only gives an up rating because the user Who submitted the

actual rating, and a reputation value for the user Who

RO is a friend? Or else gives doWn ratings to a single user or
group of users in spite of the voter thinking that these users

submitted the actual rating;
(b) receiving an actual rating for a ?rst of the rated objects,
Wherein the ?rst of the rated objects Was submitted by a

submitted good ROs. Or consider the situation in Which
groups of users form coalitions With each other and start

voting “up” each others ROs, and voting “doWn” the ROs of
targeted others. Such gaming alloWs untruthful votes to arti
?cially prop up or beat doWn ROs irrespective of the true
values of the ROs. The reputation of a user is directly depen
dent upon these factors and therefore untruthful ratings
should not be used as is if possible. Untruthful ratings should
be carefully Weighed in the context of the rater and the RO.
Gaming can only happen if the ratings are untruthful. Only
When a rater thinks it is a good RO but still gives a doWn vote

to malign the RO generator, is it gaming. Conversely, giving
up votes to ROs generated by friends in spike of the voter
really thinking the ROs are bad is also gaming.
[0068] An assumption is made that voting With the croWd
correlates to truthful voting. This assumption stems from the
fundamental belief that the croWd knoWs best and is a funda

mental facet of croWd sourcing. This assumption is applied
and used as a Way to attempt to identify and to discount

untruthful ratings. Bayes’ theorem is applied in the equation
of FIG. 10 to determine a probability PT that the user Who

generated the AR acts With the croWd in generating actual
ratings. If the user has a higher probability PT of not voting
With the croWd, then the likelihood of gaming and untruthful
voting is higher. ARs from such a user should be discounted.

?rst user of the plurality of users, and Wherein the actual
rating Was generated by a second user of the plurality of
users;

(c) determining an effective rating corresponding to the
actual rating of (b), Wherein the effective rating is: 1) a
function of a reputation value of the second user, and 2)
a function of a probability that the second user acts With

the croWd in generating actual ratings;
(d) determining an updated reputation value of the ?rst
user, Wherein the determining of (d) is based at least in
part on the effective rating determined in (c);

(e) including the updated reputation value of the ?rst user
determined in (d) as part of the rating information main
tained in (a); and
(f) determining a ranking of the plurality of rated objects
based at least in part on effective ratings stored in the
database.

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein (a) through (f) are
performed by a rating system, and Wherein the ranking of
rated objects determined in (f) is displayed by the rating
system.
3. The method of claim 1, Wherein (a) through (f) are
performed by a rating system, the method further comprising:
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(g) determining a ranking of users based at least in part on

reputation values stored in the database.
4. The method of claim 1, Wherein the determining of (d)
involves averaging a plurality of effective ratings, Wherein the
effective ratings that are averaged are effective ratings for one
or more rated objects submitted by the ?rst user.

5. The method of claim 1, Wherein the determining of (d)
involves multiplying the actual rating of (b) by a Weighting
factor, and Wherein the Weighting factor is a function of other
effective ratings, and Wherein the other effective ratings are
ratings for rated objects submitted by the second user.
6. The method of claim 1, Wherein the determining of (d)
involves multiplying the actual rating of (b) by a Weighting
factor, and Wherein the Weighting factor is a function of a
reputation value for the second user.

7. The method of claim 1, Wherein the determining of (d)
involves multiplying the actual rating of (b) by a Weighting
factor, and Wherein the Weighting factor is a function of a

freshness of the actual rating.
8. The method of claim 1, Wherein the determining of (d)

involves multiplying the actual rating of (b) by a Weighting
factor, and Wherein the Weighting factor is a function of the
probability that the second user acts With the croWd in gen

erating actual ratings.
9. The method of claim 1, Wherein the probability that the
second user acts With the croWd in generating actual ratings is
a probability given a general sentiment about the rated object.
10. The method of claim 1, Wherein the rating information
stored in (a) includes, for each user, a probability that the user
acts With the croWd in generating actual ratings.
11. The method of claim 1, Wherein the determining of the
updated reputation value of (d) involves determining an aver

age of effective ratings for rated objects submitted by the ?rst
user.

12. The method of claim 1, Wherein the determining of the

updated reputation value of (d) involves multiplying a prior
reputation value for the ?rst user by a decay value.
13. A method comprising:

(a) storing a database of rating information, Wherein the
rating information includes a reputation value for a user

of a netWork-based rating system;

(b) receiving an actual rating onto the netWork-based rating
system, Wherein the actual rating is a rating of one of a

plurality of rated objects;
(c) determining an effective rating based at least in part on
the actual rating and the reputation value stored in the

database;
(d) adding the effective rating into the database; and
(e) determining a ranking of the plurality of rated objects
based at least in part on effective ratings stored in the

database, Wherein (a) through (e) are performed by the
netWork-based rating system.
14. The method of claim 13, Wherein the rating information
stored in the database further includes a probability value,
Wherein the probability value indicates a probability that a
user votes With the croWd When the voter submits actual

ratings, and Wherein the determining in (d) of the effective
rating is also based on the probability value.
15. The method of claim 13, Wherein the determining of (d)

involves multiplying the actual rating by a Weighting factor,

Wherein the Weighting factor is a function of a probability that
a user votes With the croWd When the voter submits actual

ratings.
16. The method of claim 13, Wherein the determining of (d)
involves multiplying the actual rating by a Weighting factor,
Wherein the Weighting factor is a function of a freshness of the

actual rating.
16. (canceled)
17. The method of claim 13, Wherein the reputation value
for the user Was calculated by the netWork-based rating sys
tem based at least in part on an average of effective ratings.

18. The method of claim 13, Wherein the reputation value
for the user Was calculated by the netWork-based rating sys
tem based at least in part on an average of effective ratings for

rated objects submitted by the user.
19. The method of claim 13, Wherein the reputation value
for the user Was calculated by the netWork-based rating sys

tem, and Wherein the calculation of the reputation value
involved multiplying a prior reputation value by a decay
value.
20. The method of claim 13, Wherein the netWork-based
rating system determines a reputation value for each of a
plurality of users, the method further comprising:
(f) determining a ranking of the users based at least in part
on the reputation values for the plurality of users.

21. A netWork-based rating system comprising:
means for storing a database of rating information, Wherein
the rating information includes a plurality of effective

ratings, Wherein each effective rating corresponds to an
actual rating, Wherein each actual rating is a rating of one
of a plurality of rated objects, Wherein one of the rated
objects Was submitted by a ?rst user, and Wherein the
rated information further includes a plurality of reputa
tion values, Wherein one of the reputation values is a
reputation value for a second user;
means for determining an effective rating corresponding to
an actual rating, Wherein the actual rating Was submitted
by the second user for the rated object submitted by the
?rst user, Wherein the effective rating is: l) a function of
the actual rating submitted by the second user, and 2) a
function of the reputation value for the second user; and
means for determining and displaying a ranking of the
plurality of rated objects based at least in part on effec

tive ratings stored in the database; and
means for determining and displaying a ranking of users
based at least in part on reputation values stored in the
database.

22. The netWork-based rating system of claim 21, Wherein
the means for storing is a portion of a server that stores

database information, and Wherein the means for determining
an effective rating, the means for determining and displaying
a ranking of rated objects, and the means for determining and
displaying a ranking of users are parts of a rating system
program executing on the server.

23. The method of claim 13, Wherein the determining of (d)
involves multiplying the actual rating by a Weighting factor,
and Wherein the Weighting factor is a function of the reputa
tion value.

